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Abstract

In human factor fields such as human-computer interaction (HCI) and psychology, researchers have been concerned that participants mostly come from WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) countries. This WEIRD skew may hinder understanding of diverse populations and their cultural differences. The usable privacy and security (UPS) field has inherited many research methodologies from research on human factor fields. We conducted a literature review to understand the extent to which participant samples in UPS papers were from WEIRD countries and the characteristics of the methodologies and research topics in each user study recruiting Western or non-Western participants. We found that the skew toward WEIRD countries in UPS is greater than that in HCI. Geographic and linguistic barriers in the study methods and recruitment methods may cause researchers to conduct user studies locally. In addition, many papers did not report participant demographics, which could hinder the replication of the reported studies, leading to low reproducibility. To improve geographic diversity, we provide the suggestions including facilitate replication studies, address geographic and linguistic issues of study/recruitment methods, and facilitate research on the topics for non-WEIRD populations.

1 Introduction

Usable privacy and security (UPS) research focuses on the perspective of those who use technology (i.e., humans), which has not been addressed in conventional security research. It contributes to solving security and privacy issues that arise in the gap between social requirements and technical feasibility, i.e., social-technical gap [4]. The UPS field has accumulated approximately a quarter of a century of research history. UPS papers have been published in various conferences and journals both inside and outside the field of security and privacy, and the number of published UPS papers is increasing every year. In 1996, Zurko and Simon introduced the concept of UPS, which was called user-centered security in their paper. Two pioneering UPS papers were subsequently published in 1999. Adams and Sasse advocated that human factors should be considered in the design of security mechanisms [6]. Further, Whitten and Tygar pointed out a lack of good user interface design for security and applied several usability testing approaches with signing and encrypting an email message [98].

The research methodologies, i.e., recruiting participants and conducting a user study, for UPS are often interdisciplinary. Many of these methodologies are drawn from human-computer interaction (HCI), psychology, and behavioral sciences. In these research fields, the majority of participants have been reported to be Western, which has caused the issue that many of the findings accumulated over several years may not generalize to other countries and cultures. Henrich et al. indicated that U.S. participants were common outliers on many psychological measures and this fact made these participants “WEIRD” (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) [42]. Linxen et al. [59] published a paper in 2021 entitled “How WEIRD is CHI?” in which they conducted a literature review and quantitatively confirmed the WEIRD skew of participant samples at CHI, one of the top conferences in HCI. Because the residents of WEIRD countries are a minority of the world population, this fact is suggested to significantly impact the generalizability of HCI research. Although the WEIRD framework, which includes indicators based on national statistics or characteristics, has the limitation of assessing participant sampling (e.g., in the Global South individually wealthy people may be more accessible), it has been successful in providing a broad picture of the geographic diversity of the participants.

In UPS, some studies have also identified critical gaps concerning security and privacy between WEIRD and non-WEIRD societies/populations that stem from environmental aspects (e.g., IT resource usage, documentation, and laws/regulations) and personal aspects (e.g., (mis)conception, preference, and susceptibility) [7, 10, 18, 43, 53, 57, 58, 80]. We further assume that demographic skew may also influ-
ence attack feasibility. Researchers in UPS sometimes leverage user studies to demonstrate the feasibility of attacks, which is a unique approach to UPS. These observations suggest that threat assessment, design implications, interventions, and support technologies proposed based on the findings of conventional WEIRD-skewed studies may not be sufficiently beneficial to or actionable in diverse non-WEIRD societies/populations and may instead hinder facilitating security and privacy in such societies/populations. Even with the harms of the WEIRD skew to UPS research, the degree of geographic breadth and factors that impede geographic diversity have not been sufficiently investigated in UPS. Moreover, the methodologies used and topics addressed are still either unrevealed or overlooked from the WEIRD perspective. In this study, we conduct a systematic literature review in UPS to answer the following research questions (RQs).

**RQ1**: To what extent are participant samples in UPS papers from WEIRD countries? How has this changed over time?

**RQ2**: What are the differences in the characteristics of the methodologies and research topics in each user study recruiting Western or non-Western participants?

We reviewed 715 UPS papers, which recruited participants, from representative security and HCI conferences over a recent five-year period (2017–2021). We used the WEIRD framework for assessing the geographic diversity of participant samples on the basis of extracted participant information and analyzed the author affiliations, methodologies, and research topics. We found that a large majority of participant samples in UPS papers were skewed toward WEIRD countries and particularly involved Western participant samples (78.89%). This skew is higher than that in the results of Linxen et al.’s study, which reviewed CHI papers (73.13%). Linxen et al. reported that the percentage of non-Western participant samples in CHI papers largely increased (from 16.31% to 30.24%, 1.85x) in the past five years, whereas our results revealed that the percentage in UPS papers decreased (25.00% to 20.77%, 0.93x). Authors tend to recruit convenient participants from the countries of their affiliations, e.g., students of the local university who are easily accessible for university researchers. Because most authors are affiliated with institutions in Western countries, the participant samples are more likely to be skewed toward Westerners. Moreover, we identified that a non-negligible number of papers did not report participant demographics. This tendency was more pronounced in non-HCI and non-UPS-focused conferences. Such papers with low reproducibility may hinder replication studies. We confirmed that there is a large Western skew in every research topic. In particular, attack-feasibility studies are skewed heavily toward Western and suffered from demographic issues: the feasibility of the attacks can be affected by participant demographics due to relying on targets’ English proficiency.

We provide the following recommendations for making UPS research less WEIRD. First, a replication study should be facilitated in UPS because most UPS papers have examined only WEIRD countries and not considered/discussed whether geographic diversity affects the results. Second, geographic issues of study and recruiting methods should be addressed. Third, researchers should also be diversified (e.g., non-Western researchers) to overcome linguistic barriers and communicate precisely and deeply with and understand non-WEIRD populations. Finally, we discuss UPS research topics to be addressed in the future.

## 2 Background and Related Work

### 2.1 Original Study: How WEIRD is CHI?

Linxen et al. published a paper titled “How WEIRD is CHI?” in 2021 (hereafter referred to as the Linxen study) [59]. The Linxen study was motivated by the issues raised in psychology: (1) most findings in psychology were based on U.S. undergraduate students [12] and (2) findings drawn from U.S. participants were frequently outliers when compared with those from other countries [42]. Then, Linxen et al. investigated the geographic diversity of participants recruited in 2,768 papers published between 2016–2020 at CHI, which is the most prestigious academic conference in the HCI field. They showed that the participant samples of the CHI papers were highly skewed toward WEIRD countries, e.g., 73.13% of the participant samples were from Western countries. However, encouragingly, they also showed that the percentage of non-Western participant samples had been increasing in recent years.

### 2.2 Harms of WEIRD skew to UPS Research

Some UPS studies have focused on non-WEIRD societies/populations and identified critical gaps concerning security and privacy between WEIRD and non-WEIRD societies/populations that stem from environmental and individual aspects. These results suggest actual and potential harms to UPS research; design implications, interventions, and support technologies that are proposed on the basis of the findings of conventional WEIRD-skewed studies may not be sufficiently beneficial to or actionable in non-WEIRD societies/populations.

**Environmental aspects.** Gaps have been reported between WEIRD and non-WEIRD societies/populations regarding environmental aspects, e.g., IT resource usage, documentation, and laws/regulations. The first one is the gap in IT resource usage. Whereas people in WEIRD societies usually own devices individually, cultural contexts such as economic constraints, social values, and social power relations drive shared device practices in non-WEIRD societies, which create new challenges to ensuring individual privacy [7]. In particular, several studies have reported that women who live in the
Global South, where gender inequality is greater than in Western countries, are likely to be vulnerable to privacy abuse, harassment, and fraud when they use IT resources [10, 80]. The second one is the gap in documentation. Security and privacy documents (e.g., advice, guidelines, and training materials) notably influence individuals’ security and privacy practices [77, 101]. The U.S., for instance, has issued numerous critical security and privacy documents, e.g., NIST SP-800 series [67], which are referenced by other countries. However, these documents are much less widely available in non-English-speaking countries than in English-speaking countries due to lower English proficiency levels and the additional cost of translation [41, 53]. The third one is the gap in laws/regulations. Data privacy laws and regulations play a vital role in protecting individual privacy rights and promoting responsible data practices among service providers. Many studies have investigated whether services comply with laws and regulations, e.g., EU GDPR, and the usability of the law-compliant interfaces for user privacy [68, 91]. However, in addition to Europe and the U.S., many countries in regions such as Asia, South America, and Africa have already enacted numerous data privacy laws independently [24, 48], suggesting the anticipated divergence in the treatment of user privacy in services across different countries. Moreover, the countries where data privacy laws have not been established have usually been overlooked by the abovementioned study approaches based on existing privacy laws and regulations.

**Individual aspects.** Gaps have also been reported regarding individual aspects, e.g., (mis)conceptions, preference, and susceptibility. It is important to note that individuals and their surrounding environment are not mutually independent entities, as individuals are influenced by their environment [56, 85]. The first one is the gap in (mis)conceptions. Many studies have identified that misconceptions of security and privacy technologies lead to insecure behavior and increase users’ risk of being harmed [3, 84]. However, Herbert et al. identified that one of the most important factors influencing user misconceptions is the country of residence, with greater differences between Western and non-Western countries [43]. This result suggests further investigation of the reasons for these differences and how to debunk misconceptions tailored to each country. The second one is the gap in preferences. Many studies have identified users’ privacy preferences on willingness to share their data with companies and disclose their data on social media and have proposed techniques to recommend privacy settings on the basis of users’ privacy preferences [54, 86, 97]. Some studies have reported that such privacy preferences vary among countries [20, 57, 58]. For example, Li et al. showed that when users were informed that third-party companies were accountable for data collection, users from collectivistic countries (e.g., China) were less likely to share their data, whereas users from individualistic countries (e.g., U.S.) were more likely to share their data [58]. The third one is the gap in susceptibility. Many studies have identified attackers’ phishing techniques and users’ coping strategies and proposed interventions [33, 92, 95]. However, Butavicius et al. demonstrated that users from individualistic cultures were significantly less likely to be susceptible to phishing emails [18], suggesting that users in collectivistic countries may be more exposed to phishing threats. Moreover, Hasegawa et al. unveiled that non-native English speakers used different coping strategies for suspicious emails in English from suspicious emails in their native language [41].

Motivated by these observations, we focus on the WEIRD perspective in UPS. Ensuring security and privacy is not limited to WEIRD societies alone but rather a shared global challenge. To strive to equitably provide security and privacy globally, it is imperative to broaden the focus of UPS to include non-WEIRD societies; specifically, understanding the similarities and differences between WEIRD and non-WEIRD societies/populations is crucial for addressing this challenge.

### 2.3 Literature Reviews in UPS Research

Many researchers have conducted literature reviews in terms of “research topics” of UPS papers. Garfinkel and Lipford [35] summarized the research topics of the whole UPS field. Other reviews focused on the research topics of specific subfields of UPS, such as privacy- and security-related decision-making [5], social cybersecurity [99], phishing interventions [33], at-risk users [94], sexual abuse [69], cross-cultural privacy issues in social media [90], and developer-centered security [87]. On the other hand, few researchers have conducted literature reviews in terms of the “methodology” of UPS papers. Distler et al. conducted a literature review to understand which methods researchers use and how researchers represent risks to participants [30]. Kaur et al. reviewed and compared the methods of UPS papers on experts and non-experts (end users) [52]. In addition to revealing current research practices, these authors identified methodological and ethical challenges in UPS papers, such as no definition of ethically-acceptable deceptions, lack of using theories for result interpretation, and lack of participant diversity.

Table 1 compares our study with the closely related literature reviews. Our study is a *quasi*-replication of the Linxen study [59], which focused on the WEIRD perspective on user study participants in the HCI field; we focus on the UPS field. Our study differs from the two closely related papers on UPS methodologies [30, 52] in the following points:

- We collected papers from more diverse conferences to gain a comprehensive understanding of UPS papers.
- We review more recent papers (2017–2021).

---

1Note that this comparison is based on the simplified points and does not cover all the objectives of the papers.
We followed the review process of recent representative review papers in the UPS field [30, 69]. The total number of full-length papers that focus on UPS (e.g., cryptography theory) and non-UPS HCI papers noticeably increased in 2020–2021, which Distler et al. identified UPS papers in each publication year. The number of papers of the above 10 conferences between 2017–2021 was 7,587, as shown in Table 2.

### Table 1: Comparison of our study with prior review literature on user studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Geographic Diversity</th>
<th>Research topic</th>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th># Papers*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linzen et al. [59]</td>
<td>HCI</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Analyzed from WEIRD perspective</td>
<td>Not analyzed</td>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>2016–2020</td>
<td>2,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaur et al. [52]</td>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>Experts</td>
<td>Analyzed from W perspective</td>
<td>Analyzed</td>
<td>Tier-1/2 in security [38], SOUPS, CHI</td>
<td>2008–2018</td>
<td>48 (+48)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our study</td>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Analyzed from WEIRD perspective</td>
<td>Analyzed</td>
<td>S&amp;P, SEC, CCS, NDSS, PETs, CHI, CSCW, SOUPS, USEC, EuroUSEC</td>
<td>2017–2021</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The number of fully-reviewed papers. **They reviewed 48 papers on experts plus 48 papers on non-experts for comparison.

Note that, recently, Mathew et al. reported work-in-progress results of author diversity in security and privacy papers, partly including UPS [61]. Our study focuses on not only author diversity but also participant diversity.

### 3 Methodology

#### 3.1 Review Process

We followed the review process of recent representative review papers in the UPS field [30, 69].

**Criteria.** Since we are interested in geographic diversity of participants recruited in UPS papers, we decided to review papers that meet three criteria: full-length papers (i) that addressed issues of human factors and computer security/privacy as the main research objectives, (ii) that recruited voluntary participants, and (iii) that reported the total number of participants. We removed the following papers because they did not meet criterion–(ii):

- The papers that analyzed online public data, such as online services design and social media posts.
- The papers that analyzed behavioral logs of employees (e.g., response to simulated phishing) or that of actual service users (e.g., response to warnings displayed on browser).
- The papers in which the authors conducted ethnographic observations.

**Phase–1: Conference selection.** We decided to review all conferences that were selected in either or both of the two recent representative papers that comprehensively reviewed UPS papers [30, 94]: S&P, USENIX Security (SEC), CCS, NDSS, and PETs (top and second tier conferences in security and privacy), CHI and CSCW (top-tier conferences in HCI), and SOUPS, EuroUSEC, and USEC (a conference and workshops that focus on UPS). The total number of full-length papers of the above 10 conferences between 2017–2021 was 7,587, as shown in Table 2.

**Phase–2: Screening for potentially relevant papers.** The dataset of Phase–I included numerous non-UPS security papers (e.g., cryptography theory) and non-UPS HCI papers. To exclude the papers that did not meet the criteria, we filtered papers with the following search queries: (security OR privacy) AND (recruit* OR participant* OR respondent*). Since we were especially interested in the UPS papers that recruited participants, we used the terms recruit, participant, and respondent instead of the terms relevant to all UPS papers such as user or usability. Whereas a prior study [30] conducted a similar search for titles or abstracts, we conducted it for full texts to prevent inappropriately excessive exclusion. We explain the detailed procedure in the extended version of this paper [40]. Our search query resulted in 3,226 potentially relevant papers.

**Phase–3: Identifying relevant papers.** The first author reviewed the titles, abstracts, and body text of the 3,226 papers and removed papers that did not meet our criteria. Every time the first author found a paper where it was unclear whether it met the criteria, the authors discussed and resolved the issue. The last author independently double-coded 323 randomly selected papers (10%). The inter-rater reliability was Cohen’s kappa $k = .86$, which is considered to be an excellent level of agreement [32]. After this manual screening, we finally identified 715 relevant papers². Table 3 lists the numbers of identified UPS papers in each publication year. The number of UPS papers noticeably increased in 2020–2021, which Distler et al. and Kaur et al. do not cover [30, 52].

**Phase–4: Detailed review.** The first author reviewed each paper in detail and extracted information about the publication, participant, author, and method/topic listed in Table 4. Note that we did not extract information of pilot studies. The coding items were based on the Linxen study [59], and some of them were newly added in this work for UPS papers. The newly added items are described below.

- **Participant type** is whether the participants are experts or non-experts (end users) [52].
- **Study method** and **recruitment method** consist of the classification listed in Table 5. We created this classification with reference to the existing classification [30, 52].

²The full list of papers is available in the extended version of this paper [40].
Table 2: The number of UPS papers in each phase of our review process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>S&amp;P</th>
<th>SEC</th>
<th>CCS</th>
<th>NDSS</th>
<th>PETS</th>
<th>CHI</th>
<th>CSCW</th>
<th>SOUPS</th>
<th>EuroUSEC</th>
<th>USEC</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Papers published for 5 years (Phase–1)</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>3,471</td>
<td>1,268</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>7,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Potentially relevant papers (Phase–2)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>1,379</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Relevant papers (Phase–3)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The number of papers for detailed review by publication year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th># Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Extracted information for each paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>Title, conference, publication year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Number*, residence country*, education*, income*, participant type (experts/non-experts)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Affiliation, affiliation country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method and Topic</td>
<td>Study method*, recruitment method*, research topic, design evaluation (y/n)<em>, attack feasibility evaluation (y/n)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Asterisk marks mean the information that we extracted per user study rather than per paper. A single paper can conduct multiple user studies.

Table 5: Research methods and topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study method</td>
<td>Survey, interview, lab study, online field experiment, trial deployment, other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment method</td>
<td>Institution, crowdsourcing, social media, city, mailing list/personal contacts, conference/event, webpanel, source code repository, other, not mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research topic</td>
<td>Overall, access control and privacy preference, authentication, vulnerability/malware/incident response, privacy abuse, social engineering, privacy-enhancing technologies, other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Research topics** is the classification (seven distinct topics and “other”) listed in Table 5. We improved an existing classification [30] by focusing on technology (details are described in the extended version of this paper [40]).

- **Design evaluation** is whether the authors experimented with technology or service design. For example, papers that compared multiple interfaces or framing with a between-group or within-group approach, or papers that clearly stated that usability evaluations have been performed are coded “yes.”

- **Attack feasibility evaluation** is unique to UPS: whether the authors conducted a user study for only demonstrating the feasibility of their proposed attack and did not ask participants about their perceptions of security and privacy issues.

We extracted information per user study rather than per paper if a single paper recruited participants separately for multiple user studies with different study methods (e.g., a survey and interview) or with different purposes (e.g., one survey to identify user concerns and another to evaluate the proposed UI), as shown in Table 4.

Some papers were ambiguous in their description of the recruitment process and participant information. In addition, it is potentially difficult to classify research topics of each paper. To reduce coders’ subjectivity, the first and last authors discussed many times to develop a codebook and resolve the discrepancies in their interpretations. The last author independently double-coded 72 randomly selected papers (10%). The Cohen’s kappa of our review was $k = .85–.97$, which is considered to be an excellent level of agreement [32].

3.2 Analysis

We followed the analysis framework of the WEIRD acronym used in the Linxen study [59]. We used the same year’s national statistics as the Linxen study to directly compare the results of the Linxen study (i.e., the HCI field) with our results (i.e., the UPS field).

**Participant sample.** The number of participant samples refers to the number of countries from which there were participants who were recruited for a user study. A single paper can report multiple participant samples, i.e., a single paper can recruit participants from multiple countries.

**WEIRD.** The WEIRD acronym (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) is the set of indicators for measuring the diversity of participants’ countries. Just because a country is non-Western does not necessarily mean it is non-EIRD, i.e., there are certain non-W and EIRD countries such as Israel, Japan, and South Korea.

- **Western.** We classified participants’ countries described in each paper into Western or non-Western using Huntington’s classification [47]. This classification is based on civilizations in the post-Cold War era, and Western is centered in Europe and North America. Note that while we adopt this classification for our comparison, it has been criticized in the political science community [22, 34] and does not always agree with the general perception of Western.
  - Western (examples): U.S., Canada, UK, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, and Australia.
  - Non-Western (examples): India, China, Japan, South Korea, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Mexico, Brazil, and South Africa.

---

3The statistical data was provided from the authors of the Linxen study.
• Educated. We comprehensively explored participants’ education levels by analyzing two indicators: (a) the mean years of schooling per country [73] and (b) specific educational levels of each participant if the information was provided in a paper.

• Industrialized. We used GDP (gross domestic product) per country, which is regarded as the most representative indicator for assessing the development and progress of a national economy [55]. To adjust for differences in purchasing power among countries, we used GDP based on PPP (purchasing power parity) [36].

• Rich. We comprehensively explored participants’ wealth by analyzing two indicators: (a) the country’s GNI (gross national income) based on PPP [37] and (b) specific income levels of each participant if the information was provided in a paper.

• Democratic. We used the political rights rating, which indicates countries’ degrees of democracy and covers electoral process, political pluralism and participation, and functioning of government [46].

Normalization by country population. To address which countries are over- or under-represented in UPS papers relative to population, we normalized the number of participant samples and participants by the country’s population [66]. Specifically, we calculated the normalized ratio of participant samples (ψs) and that of participants (ψp) as follows:

$$\psi = \frac{n_{\text{samples}} \lor n_{\text{participants}} (\text{country}) \cdot \text{population (world)}}{n_{\text{samples}} \lor n_{\text{participants}} (\text{total}) \cdot \text{population (country)}}$$

The values of ψs and ψp are at least 0. A value of ψs < 1 or ψp < 1 indicates the country is under-represented, while a value of ψs > 1 or ψp > 1 indicates that the country is over-represented corresponding to the country’s population as a percentage of the world’s population. For example, ψs = 2 indicates that the country was over-studied twice as much relative to its population size.

Correlation analysis. To understand to what extent participant samples tend to be from EIRD countries, we calculated the Kendall’s tau rank correlations between ψs and each indicator of EIRD (e.g., mean schooling years and GDP). For instance, if there is a significantly positive correlation between ψs and the mean schooling years, we conclude that participant samples of UPS papers come from generally educated countries.

Author diversity. We identified the country of each author’s affiliation on the basis of their affiliated institution listed first. Each paper was classified either as Western-affiliated authors only, both Western-affiliated and non-Western affiliated authors, or non-Western affiliated authors only.

Differences among conferences and research topics. To reveal the characteristics of conferences, we compared the percentage of papers that were published only by Western-affiliated authors, papers that recruited only Western participant samples and papers that reported the participants’ countries across conferences. Similarly, we compared those percentages across research topics, participant type, design evaluation (y/n), and attack feasibility evaluation (y/n).

4 Results

4.1 Western

Of our dataset, 51.89% (371/715) papers explicitly reported the participants’ countries. In 15.94% (114/715) of papers, although the authors did not mention the participants’ countries, we were able to infer them from the authors’ affiliations (e.g., if authors mentioned that participants were recruited locally and all the authors were at institutions in the same country). For the remaining 32.17% (230/715) of papers, we were not able to confidently identify the participants’ countries because the authors provided no or unclear descriptions. For example, there were papers (i) that described only that participants were recruited locally or a user study was conducted in person, but not all the authors were in the same country; (ii) that described only that participants were recruited thorough social media, crowdsourcing, or personal contacts (i.e., recruitment methods that may include people outside of the authors’ country, especially for online studies); and (iii) that described only that participants were recruited at a security conference held in a specific country (some attendees may be from outside of the country). We provide a flowchart for coding in participants’ countries in Appendix A.

Table 6 shows the number of participant samples and participants among 485 papers for which we were able to identify or infer the participants’ countries. In terms of the number of participant samples, a large majority of UPS papers involved Western participant samples (78.89%, 624/791). This is higher than the results in the Linxen study [59] that reviewed studies in the HCI field (73.13%). In terms of the number of participants, 226,872 were involved in UPS user studies. Except for 4,836 participants who were reported as “and other” and whose details were not available, 82.79% (183,828/222,036) of participants were from Western countries. Although our analysis methods are the same as those

---

This value was not mentioned in the Linxen study, but we compiled it using the artifact data published by the authors.
Although these top four countries are the same as those for the CHI papers (the Linxen study), their shares are higher in the UPS papers (63.84%) than in the CHI papers (55.61%). Considering the U.S. population as a percentage of the world population, U.S. participant samples in the UPS field are over-represented by 9.79 times. Figure 2 shows the worldwide distribution of a normalized ratio of participant samples. Participants in the UPS papers between 2017 and 2021 were from only 79 countries, and many countries are completely missing from this map, especially African ones. South America, the Middle East, and Asia also have many countries that are missing or under-represented.

In the following two subsections, indicators of E, I, R, and D are analyzed independently. The percentage of participant samples that are from fully WEIRD (i.e., using AND as the logical operator) countries is presented in the extended version of this paper [40].

### 4.2 Educated

Table 8 indicates the correlation between countries’ normalized ratio of participant samples and countries’ mean years of schooling (see Analysis of Education-(a) in Section 3.2). We found a positive correlation ($r = .57, p < .001$), i.e., most participant samples of UPS papers come from countries with generally highly educated populations.

Next, we analyzed the participants’ education levels on the basis of the detailed descriptions in each paper (see Analysis of Education-(b) in Section 3.2). In our dataset, only 34.69% (248/715) of papers explicitly reported their participants’ education levels. Although 14.13% (101/715) of papers did not report their participants’ education levels, we were able to infer the educational levels of participants because the authors mentioned that they recruited university students. In the remaining 51.19% (366/715) of papers, we were not able to find descriptions of their participants’ education levels. Among the participants recruited in the 248 papers in which the authors explicitly reported their participants’ education levels, 71.38% (79,539/111,436) of participants had a college-level or higher education, 20.89% (23,282/111,436) had a secondary or lower education, and the remaining 7.73% (8,615/111,436) were reported as “other” or “prefer not to answer.” The participants of UPS papers (71.38% of the participants were college-educated) are as highly educated as the participants in CHI papers (69.93% of the participants were college-educated). We believe that the skew toward highly educated participants is related to the recruiting methods (described in Section 4.4): 1) many papers recruited participants within the authors’ institutions including universities, 2) many papers recruited participants through crowdsourcing such as MTurk (e.g., MTurk workers tend to be more educated than the general U.S. population [75]), and 3) there is a certain percentage (14.96%) of papers that recruited experts (who are generally highly educated).

---

*The number of Japanese participant samples was small (N=6), but one user study recruited a very large number of participants (N=20,645).*
Table 7: Top five countries by the number of participant samples (left), the normalized ratio of participant samples (middle), and the number of participants (right).

| Country | \(n_{\text{samples}}\) | \(\psi_s\) | | Country | \(n_{\text{samples}}\) | \(\psi_s\) | | Country | \(n_{\text{participants}}\) | \(\psi_p\) |
|---------|-----------------|------| | |---------|-----------------|------| | |---------|-----------------|------|
| U.S.    | 329             | 41.59| 9.79| | Andorra | 1         | 0.13| 127.98| | U.S.    | 142,908        | 62.99| 14.83| | | Germany | 76         | 9.61| 8.94| | Cyprus   | 2         | 0.25| 16.33| | Japan    | 21,979      | 9.69| 5.97| | | UK       | 67         | 8.47| 9.73| | Luxembourg | 1      | 0.13| 15.77| | Germany  | 21,857      | 9.63| 8.96| | | Canada   | 33         | 4.17| 8.61| | Austria   | 9        | 1.14| 9.85| | UK       | 9,297      | 4.10| 4.71| | | India    | 26         | 3.29| 0.19| | U.S.     | 329        | 41.59| 9.79| | China    | 4,994     | 2.20| 0.12| |

Table 8 shows the results of the correlations between countries’ normalized ratios of participant samples and countries’ Indicators. We found positive correlations for both GDP (\(r = 0.49\), \(p < .001\)) and GNI (\(r = 0.52\), \(p < .001\)), i.e., most participant samples of UPS papers come from industrialized and rich countries.

Next, we analyzed the participants’ income on the basis of the detailed descriptions in each paper (see Analysis of Rich-(a) in Section 3.2). We found positive correlations for both GDP (\(r = 0.49\), \(p < .001\)) and GNI (\(r = 0.52\), \(p < .001\)), i.e., most participant samples of UPS papers come from industrialized and rich countries.

Finally, as shown in Table 8, we found a positive correlation between countries’ normalized ratio of participant samples and countries’ political rights (\(r = 0.44\), \(p < .001\)), i.e., most participant samples of UPS papers come from countries with a high degree of freedom in terms of political rights.

4.3 Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic

Table 8 shows the results of the correlations between countries’ normalized ratios of participant samples and countries’ Indicators. We found positive correlations for both GDP (\(r = 0.49\), \(p < .001\)) and GNI (\(r = 0.52\), \(p < .001\)), i.e., most participant samples of UPS papers come from industrialized and rich countries.

Next, we analyzed the participants’ income on the basis of the detailed descriptions in each paper (see Analysis of Rich-(a) in Section 3.2). We found positive correlations for both GDP (\(r = 0.49\), \(p < .001\)) and GNI (\(r = 0.52\), \(p < .001\)), i.e., most participant samples of UPS papers come from industrialized and rich countries.

Finally, as shown in Table 8, we found a positive correlation between countries’ normalized ratio of participant samples and countries’ political rights (\(r = 0.44\), \(p < .001\)), i.e., most participant samples of UPS papers come from countries with a high degree of freedom in terms of political rights.

4.4 Author Diversity and Methodology

Of our dataset, 86.57% (619/715) of the papers consisted exclusively of authors affiliated with institutions in Western countries, which is slightly even more Western-skewed than the Linxen study (83.08%). 9.93% (71/715) of the papers consisted of both Western-affiliated and non-Western affiliated authors, and the remaining 3.50% (25/715) of the papers consisted of only non-Western affiliated authors. The percentage of papers that included authors affiliated with institutions in non-Western countries remained roughly the same: from 14.53% (17/117) in 2017 to 13.43% (27/201) in 2021.

Table 9 shows the relationships of authors’ affiliation countries, participants’ countries, study methods, and recruitment methods. In 80.84% (464/574) of user studies, the authors recruited participants from only the countries of their affiliations. The possible reasons that participants samples are skewed towards Western countries as we presented in Section 4.1 include: (1) the countries of authors’ affiliations in UPS papers are skewed toward Western ones and (2) authors tend to recruit participants in the countries of their affiliations.

In most user studies, surveys, interviews, or lab studies are conducted. As shown in Table 9, when authors recruited participants from other countries, they were more likely to conduct surveys than lab studies or interviews. Lab studies and interviews require researchers to communicate immediately/interactively with participants, and thus linguistic barriers are a serious problem. Moreover, geographic barriers also affect the choice of study method. While lab studies and interviews essentially require participants to physically come to a specific location, surveys are conducted online in most cases. Note that interviews can also be conducted online now thanks to video conferencing services.

For recruiting participants in the authors’ country, authors tend to recruit within their institutions (which is a university in most user studies). We found crowdsourcing platforms are commonly used for recruiting participants both inside and outside of authors’ countries. However, registered workers of commonly used crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and Prolific are skewed toward Westerners. Specifically, MTurk workers are mostly from the U.S., followed by India, whereas Prolific workers are primarily from the UK, followed by the U.S. and other European countries [70, 72]. Thus, such popular platforms contribute little to the recruitment of non-Westerners. Specifically, the Indian participant sample was the fifth largest in our dataset thanks to India’s high numbers of MTurkers and English speakers as shown in Table 7, but non-Western countries except India are less likely to be studied by Western authors. We were interested in how Western-affiliated authors were reaching non-Western participants (excluding Indians, who are easily accessible via MTurk). In such user studies, the authors advertised their user study on social media, or one of the authors, who belonged to a Western affiliation but had a
We show the percentages of user studies rather than that of papers because multiple user studies (e.g., interview and survey) can be conducted in a single paper. We focused on the user studies in which we were able to identify or infer the participants’ countries. Figures represent the percentages of user studies within the sections separated by solid lines. “Int/Lab”: interview or lab study. “CS”: crowdsourcing. “ML/PC”: mailing list or personal contacts.

Table 10: Characteristics of conferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>% Country Reported</th>
<th>% Attack Feasibility</th>
<th>% W-only Authors</th>
<th>% W-only Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P field</td>
<td>56.08 (36.86)</td>
<td>18.82</td>
<td>81.96</td>
<td>85.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCI field</td>
<td>75.83 (61.25)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>89.58</td>
<td>84.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS-focused</td>
<td>72.73 (59.09)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>88.04</td>
<td>86.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“S&amp;P field”: S&amp;P, SEC, CCS, NDSS, and PETS. “HCI field”: CHI and CSCW. “UPS-focused”: SOUPS, EuroUSEC, and USEC. “Country Reported” column: the percentage of the papers in which we were able to identify or infer the participants’ countries (the figures in parentheses indicate the papers in which we were able to identify them).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Differences among Conferences

Table 10 shows the characteristics of authors and participant samples by conferences. Both authors’ affiliations and participants were skewed toward Westerners at every conference. The percentages of the papers in which the authors explicitly reported their participants’ countries are lower in S&P, SEC, CCS, NDSS, and PETS than in HCI conferences (CHI and CSCW, “UPS-focused”: SOUPS, EuroUSEC, and USEC). Those five conferences (S&P, SEC, CCS, NDSS, and PETS) have relatively higher percentages of the papers in which the authors recruited participants only for demonstrating the feasibility of their proposed attack.

4.6 Research Topics and Methodology

Table 11 shows the percentages of user studies that recruited only Western samples by participant type and study objectives. In terms of participant type (i.e., non-experts or experts), we found that the percentages of user studies that recruited only Western samples are higher among the user studies that focused on non-experts than among the user studies that focused on experts. This result was influenced by the fact that (1) more than 40% (40.48%) of user studies that focused on experts recruited “developers,” and (2) for recruiting developers, Western-affiliated authors succeeded in accessing non-Western developers by using Freelancer.com (on which many non-Western developers are registered) and developer contacts published on source code repositories (e.g., GitHub), and app stores (e.g., Google’s Play Store). However, if the user studies that recruited developers are excluded, the participants of the remaining user studies (e.g., user studies that recruited system/network administrators and security experts) skewed heavily towards Western participant samples (88.57%).

When comparing the user studies that conducted design evaluation (e.g., evaluated usability of the proposed prototype or effectiveness of the proposed nudges for security) with the user studies that did not conduct design evaluation, we found no difference in the degree of skewness toward Western...
participant samples.

The user studies conducted only for demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed attack account for 7.01% (59/842). Regarding such user studies, we found that (1) authors were less likely to report participants’ countries explicitly (15.25%), and (2) authors were likely to recruit only Western samples (92.31%). The heavy Western skew of participant samples among attack-feasibility studies can be explained by the following fact: MTurk and lab studies, which are prone to demographic skew (e.g., the workers in MTurk are mostly from the U.S., and university researchers in Western countries are likely to recruit students at their universities for a lab study), were often used for demonstrating the feasibility of attacks. We further analyzed the studies of attack feasibility (56 papers including 59 user studies) and confirmed that attack feasibility can be influenced by participant demographics in the majority of studies (54.24%, 32/59). Two types of attack made up the majority: (i) targeting automatic speech recognition (15.25%, 9/59) and (ii) typing/keystroke inference (13.56%, 8/59). Because most such studies implicitly leveraged English audio or input in English, the attack feasibility may vary depending on the language used by the participants. For example, participants with low English proficiency may have difficulty recognizing malicious English audio. Additionally, for example, the keyboard layout and character input/conversion method used in each linguistic area can affect the feasibility of typing/keystroke inference. Therefore, authors who demonstrate attack feasibility should also properly report participants’ demographic information such as their country of residence and language proficiency.

Table 12 shows the percentages of papers that recruited only Western participant samples by research topics. In UPS, “access control and privacy preference” was most frequently studied, followed by “authentication,” “vulnerability, malware, and incident response,” and “overall.” The Western skew is pervasive in every topic. The degree of Western skew is relatively higher in “access control and privacy preference” and “other.” On the other hand, in three research topics, the degree of Western skew is relatively lower: (i) for “vulnerability, malware, and incident response,” researchers often recruited developers, and as mentioned above, researchers succeeded in accessing non-Western developers; (ii) regarding “social engineering”, several researchers realized the importance of investigating the phishing susceptibility of non-Westerners (e.g., emerging market citizens [74] and non-native English speakers [41]); and (iii) regarding “privacy abuse,” researchers often focus on privacy issues of minorities and demographic groups facing difficulties, one of which is non-Westerners (e.g., women in non-Western countries facing gender gaps [79]).

5 Discussion

Our literature-review results demonstrated that UPS has fewer non-Western participant samples than HCI and that the percentage of non-WEIRD participant samples has been slightly decreasing. This implies that more significant efforts should be made in UPS to address this geographic diversity issue. On the basis of our findings, we provide recommendations for further exploring UPS research with geographically diversified populations.

5.1 Summary of Main Findings

The main findings of our review and analysis as follows:

• Only 51.89% of UPS papers explicitly reported the participants’ countries. In non-HCI and non-UPS-focused conferences, authors were less likely to report them. In papers from which we were able to identify or infer them, 78.89% of the participant samples were Western. The Western skew increased between 2017 and 2021. (RQ1, Sections 4.1 and 4.5)

• The participant samples tended to come from countries that were considered educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic on the basis of national statistics. The percentages of papers explicitly reporting their participants’ education and/or income levels were not high. (RQ1, Sections 4.2 and 4.3)

• Most of the UPS papers (86.57%) exclusively comprised authors affiliated with institutions in Western countries. The authors tended to recruit participants from the countries of their affiliations. When authors recruited participants from other countries, they were more likely to conduct surveys than lab studies or interviews due to linguistic and geographic barriers. (RQ2, Section 4.4)

• Authors with a non-Western background, social media, and some recruitment methods for developers (e.g., source code repositories and app stores) contribute to the recruitment of non-Westerners. On the other hand, studies on experts excluding developers and studies for demonstrating attack feasibility were skewed heavily toward Western participant samples. (RQ2, Sections 4.4 and 4.6)

5.2 Replications for Non-WEIRD Populations

A replication study can be used to examine the generalizability of the findings of an existing study to a new population or to evaluate the robustness of the findings of an existing study when a new study design is used. Although several existing UPS papers have already shown that regional and cultural differences affect the results [43, 58, 81], we found that most UPS papers have examined only WEIRD countries
and not considered/discussed whether geographic diversity affects the results. Therefore, researchers should explore different insights from geographically diversified populations while pursuing generalizable results. Recognizing population differences is a promising path for addressing the issues faced by marginalized populations.

Replication studies are recognized to be important and are recommended by conferences dedicated to UPS, for example, SOUPS emphasizes their importance in the Call for Paper (CFP) [2], and USEC and EuroUSEC include them in their CFP topics. Seven replication papers are in our dataset [13, 16, 17, 19, 26, 82, 93]7. However, the current replication studies did not sufficiently focus on non-WEIRD populations; some papers conducted a cross-cultural replication, but only in Western countries. Replication with an awareness of geographic diversity including non-WEIRD populations should be actively pursued and clearly recommended in the CFP.

The program committee (PC) needs to understand regional, cultural, and institutional differences arising from the geographic diversity to properly evaluate the value of research on non-WEIRD participants and replication studies for non-WEIRD participants. For this purpose, Western PC members alone may be insufficient to cover a broad knowledge base. In other words, more diversity of PC members is required. We additionally analyzed the PC diversity in UPS and found that the PC members also largely skewed towards researchers affiliated with institutions in Western countries: PC members were mostly Western-affiliated researchers (89.44%, 127/142) at UPS-focused conferences (SOUPS, USEC, and EuroUSEC) and research tracks (“Privacy and Security” subcommittee in CHI, “Security Usability and Measurement” track in CCS) in 2021. Soneji et al. shed light on the challenges of the review process by conducting interviews with PC members at the top-tier security conferences [83]. Although they mentioned the issue of PC members’ expertise, they did not discuss the impact of the lack of geographic diversity of PC members. This implies that the Western skew of PC members is not currently well recognized as a major problem in top-tier security conferences. UPS-related conferences should be open for PC nominations and select PC members in accordance with geographic diversity. In addition, a complementary approach to enrich PC diversity is actively reaching out to research groups that study non-Western (non-WEIRD) populations and have expertise in cross-cultural/regional research. As a first step, such research groups need not necessarily have a background in non-WEIRD countries as long as they have expertise in cross-cultural/regional research and sufficient cultural knowledge.

7In our dataset, we identified papers with “Replication:” in the title as replication papers. SOUPS recommends this title naming rule.

5.3 Reproducibility and Participant Protection

Papers with low reproducibility may hinder replication studies. Through our review, we identified many papers with reproducibility problems, i.e., lacking basic demographic information of participants of a user study. For example, the percentage of papers for which we were able to identify the participants’ countries was not sufficiently high (Section 4.1), nor was the percentage of papers that described the participant’s education or income level (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). Moreover, most attack-feasibility studies did not report participant demographics, which is vital because many attacks used English audio or input, highlighting the impact of language proficiency (Section 4.6). Our recommendation that researchers appropriately report participant demographics can be helpful for researchers who conduct replication studies to analyze generalizability and population differences. Note that all participant demographics reported do not necessarily have to be linked to the study results one by one because such brute-force linking entails conducting numerous statistical tests to achieve the desired $p$-value and creates misleading interpretations (called $p$-hacking).

How and where participant demographic information was described were fragmented in many papers, so researchers (readers of these papers) may spend a lot of time searching for the relevant descriptions. Moreover, many papers provided some information but not clear and insufficient descriptions (please see frequent examples in Section 4.1). A straightforward approach for researchers to recognize the reporting of participant demographics is using a checklist or uniform format. For example, NeurIPS, one of the top AI conferences, has introduced a checklist for reproducibility of AI research [1]. In addition, Distler et al. suggested a self-check format for UPS researchers to provide a clear understanding of risk representation of user studies [30]. However, for recognizing and reporting participant demographics, such an approach needs a more careful discussion in the research community because it may (i) simplify sensitive issues in recognizing participant demographics or (ii) create a threat to the safety of at-risk populations. In the first case, researchers require careful consideration when recognizing certain demographics, e.g., asking transgender people about their recognized gender or asking people living in areas that cannot be clearly defined because of conflict zones or territorial disputes about their countries of residence. To avoid these issues, researchers should provide sufficient options for a broad range of individual expressions of identity. In the second case, researchers require measures to protect the physical/digital safety of at-risk populations (e.g., political activists and survivors of intimate partner abuse/violence). Bellini et al. summarized the practices of protecting at-risk populations’ privacy and physical/digital safety against reidentification before, during, or after the research; representative practices include omitting details of research procedures and demographic information [15, 62]. Therefore,
the UPS community also needs to understand the reasons for not clarifying information associated with participants’ identities when participants belong to at-risk populations.

5.4 Geographic Barriers

The skew toward Western participant samples in the UPS papers is related to the facts that the majority of authors are affiliated with institutions in Western countries and that authors tend to recruit participants from the countries of their affiliations as mentioned in Section 4.4. Geographic barriers may cause researchers to find the most convenient sample (e.g., students of the local university who are easy for university researchers to recruit). Online methods can be used as a promising approach to overcome geographic barriers. Our results demonstrated that crowdsourcing is the common method to recruit participants outside of authors’ countries. However, note that there is also a skew in the participant pool in popular crowdsourcing platforms. Although crowdsourcing platforms such as MTurk, Prolific, and Clickworker are often used to recruit participants as end users, these platforms basically had Western workers, and researchers cannot reach people living in outside of the West, e.g., Asian countries as well as the Global South. Thus, to overcome the aforementioned geographic barriers of participant recruitment, researchers should consider using local (regional) crowdsourcing platforms used in the country of the target population. On the other hand, online methods have a major weakness; only people with Internet access and some familiarity with information technology can participate. This is a more serious problem in the Global South. As a complementary solution, we recommend improving the researcher diversity and collaboration with local researchers, as mentioned in Section 5.5.

Recruiting experts through crowdsourcing is generally more difficult than recruiting non-experts (end users). This is because most workers registered for crowdsourcing are non-experts. Even in this situation, software developers are often recruited online, e.g., Freelancer.com (a crowdsourcing platform for freelance developers), contact lists on source code repositories (e.g., GitHub), and app stores (e.g., Google’s Play Store) as mentioned in Section 4.6. Unfortunately, however, the current methods of recruiting software developers have been reported to have several contractual and methodological issues. Danilova et al., whose study was published in 2021, admitted that Freelancer.com rejected their academic tasks. Thus, geographic barriers resulting from the use of different languages in various countries significantly impact the localization of research within a single linguistic community (Section 4.4). Linguistic barriers become apparent following two cases: when (1) participants and researchers and (2) documents and researchers have different native languages. For the first case of participants and researchers, especially in user studies that require immediate communication, the researchers have difficulty correctly communicating the intention of the study to the participants and to understanding the intended meanings of their responses. In fact, the results in Section 4.4 suggested that authors were more likely to conduct surveys than lab studies or interviews when they recruited participants from other countries. Dell et al. evaluated the difference in participants’ response bias due to demand characteristics between a local interviewer and a foreign researcher with a translator [29]. Their results demonstrated that the bias towards the artifact of the foreign researcher was greater than that of the local interviewer. Therefore, the difficulty in conducting interviews with people speaking other languages can be a serious problem in human factor research including UPS.

5.5 Linguistic Barriers

Whereas the online research mentioned in the previous section can (partially) resolve geographic barriers to recruiting, there are also linguistic barriers to studying non-WERID populations. We suggest approaches to reduce the linguistic barriers in UPS research include (1) enriching the geographic diversity of authors and (2) empowering non-Western researchers.

Although English is used as a national language in many countries, non-native English speakers account for the majority of the world’s population, and there are many countries where English proficiency is not sufficiently high [31]. Linguistic barriers resulting from the use of different languages in various countries significantly impact the localization of research within a single linguistic community (Section 4.4). Linguistic barriers become apparent following two cases: when (1) participants and researchers and (2) documents and researchers have different native languages. For the first case of participants and researchers, especially in user studies that require immediate communication, the researchers have difficulty correctly communicating the intention of the study to the participants and to understanding the intended meanings of their responses. In fact, the results in Section 4.4 suggested that authors were more likely to conduct surveys than lab studies or interviews when they recruited participants from other countries. Dell et al. evaluated the difference in participants’ response bias due to demand characteristics between a local interviewer and a foreign researcher with a translator [29]. Their results demonstrated that the bias towards the artifact of the foreign researcher was greater than that of the local interviewer. Therefore, the difficulty in conducting interviews with people speaking other languages can be a serious problem in human factor research including UPS.

For the second case of documents and researchers, although understanding online public advice, policies (e.g., privacy
policies), and user posts on social media is important work in the UPS field, such documents written in foreign languages are difficult for researchers to correctly analyze. Redmiles et al. suggested the key challenge in prioritizing security and privacy advice through their large-scale analysis of the advice on the Web [76], while the obtained results were inherently constrained to English-language advice owing to the advice collected from MTurkers, mainly consisting of workers from English-speaking countries, including the U.S. In their analysis of online phishing advice, Althobaiti et al. explicitly stated the linguistic limitation; they restricted their investigation to webpages from limited countries to avoid heavy reliance on automated translation [11]. When English-speaking researchers conduct a study in a non-English-speaking country, they should preferably work with a researcher who is a native speaker of the language of that country. From the viewpoint of studies in non-English speaking countries, especially in the Global South, researchers may incur additional costs to translate the participants’ responses or documents into the publication language (i.e., English). To reduce these linguistic barriers, the UPS research community should facilitate cross-national authorship and consider linguistic support, including cost sharing.

The diversification of conference locations is expected to not only facilitate collaboration among researchers by increasing the number of diverse conference attendees [63] but also foster and strengthen local (e.g., non-Western) researchers by stimulating local research communities and technology transfers. In UPS, however, most conferences have been held in limited locations. S&P, NDSS, and SOUPS have never been held outside the U.S., USENIX Security has been held mostly in the U.S. and once in Canada, and CCS has been held almost exclusively in the U.S. and Europe (it was held in South Korea only in 2021).

5.6 Research Justice Considerations

Research justice is a concept and method that articulates and ensures fairness, equity, and ethical considerations in research, particularly in community-based collaborations, including non-WEIRD populations. It addresses power imbalances, promotes inclusivity, and respects marginalized populations’ or individuals’ rights and interests. Haelewaters et al. criticized “helicopter research,” where Global North (i.e., richer globalized countries such as Western countries) researchers make roundtrips to the Global South to conduct their research with little to no involvement of local collaborators, highlighting it as a prime example of harming research justice [39]. Haelewaters et al. proposed rules for avoiding helicopter research for better, collaborative, and non-colonial science between the Global North and the Global South. The rules mainly include equal and synergistic collaborations with local researchers/collaborators/communities, being ethical and fair about publications and authorship, recognizing differences in work culture, and using local infrastructure. These rules are also related to our suggestions: improving researcher diversity and collaboration with local researchers (Sections 5.4 and 5.5), fostering and strengthening local researchers by stimulating local research communities and technology transfers (Section 5.5), increasing the diversity among PC members with knowledge of non-WEIRD societies/populations (Section 5.2), and using local crowdsourcing platforms (Section 5.4). When facilitating research on non-WEIRD societies/populations, the UPS community needs to embrace Haelewaters et al.’s rules as the principles of research.

5.7 Future Research

In Section 2.2, we presented how WEIRD skew would harm UPS research. Here, we discuss the promising areas of future research in UPS, highlighting the undisclosed facts and unsolved challenges based on our literature reviews.

**WEIRD perspective.** Our results demonstrated that the participant samples were skewed toward Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (EIRD) countries as well as Western. With respect to “Western,” we found Western skew in UPS papers on any topic. Among these papers, participant samples that investigated experts (excluding developers) were particularly skewed toward Westerners. While the papers that focused on developers investigated non-Western participant samples to some extent as mentioned in Section 4.6, experts are more diverse, including system/network administrators, SOC analysts, and CSIRT engineers. In software development, organizational structures varied across countries and generated different organizational constraints [51]. This fact implies that organizational and cultural issues are a promising direction to study various types of experts in non-Western countries. With respect to “Educated,” studying only educated countries is not sufficient because Global South countries face several challenges in the development of cybersecurity education. Cybersecurity education in the Global South is generally elementary [21], and individual participants’ education level was found to be a significant factor influencing participants’ security and privacy behaviors in general [71, 96, 102]. Researchers should clarify what kind of security and privacy education and advice people in the Global South are receiving and make efforts to narrow the digital divide regarding security and privacy education between the Global South and Global North. With respect to “Industrialized” and “Rich,” some studies have already focused on the security and privacy concerns of people in the Global South, where people have limited IT resources, e.g., concerns regarding device sharing, and developed support technology for them [9, 14, 78]. Researchers should investigate whether support technology is actionable in other countries and regions with lower levels of industrialization and wealth. With respect to “Democratic,”
some studies indicated that people in countries with little political freedom perceive their privacy differently than people in other countries [100]. This democratic difference may affect the study result of the topic of “access control and privacy preferences”: participant samples of this topic were particularly skewed toward Westerners as mentioned in Section 4.6. When conducting a user study with potential participants in politically repressive regimes, researchers should consider and overcome difficulties in recruiting methods and study methods, as well as the ethical issue of potentially putting participants at risk due to their criticism of the government. The research practices for protecting such at-risk participants are introduced in Section 5.3.

**Design evaluation.** Although some cross-cultural comparisons of user perceptions, concerns, and practices have been conducted in the UPS field, those of design evaluation have been insufficiently investigated. In the HCI and psychology fields, user preferences on interface design and framing are known to vary across countries [50, 60, 65]; therefore, more differences across countries in the usability of security/privacy interfaces and the effectiveness of framing, such as text and icons on the notification that encourage users to adopt a security technology, should be identified to design interfaces tailored to each country’s users.

**More diverse non-WEIRD societies/populations.** Broadening geographic diversity is a vital factor in fostering UPS growth; nevertheless, there is a pitfall in the measure of the percentage of non-Western participant samples. If more papers studied India and China, which have already been studied to some extent (the fifth and sixth highest number of participant samples, respectively), the percentage of non-Western participant samples would increase; however, there are still many non-Western countries in Africa, South America, and Asia that have not been studied in the last five years (please see Section 4.1). The UPS research community should strive to understand more diverse countries.

### 5.8 Limitations

**Measurement errors.** While some measurement errors are inevitable in manual analysis, we have tried to make our literature-review procedure as clear as possible to ensure coding precision. Our dataset will be available to researchers upon request to improve reproducibility and facilitate replications of our study.

**Conference coverage.** Our dataset (ten conferences, N=715) is much larger than the recent representative literature-review papers in UPS (five conferences, N=284 in [30]). Our dataset covers top-tier and competitive conferences in which UPS papers are presented and that highly influence many researchers and societies globally. Understanding the WEIRD skew of such conferences would be a reasonable first step. Note that papers concerning non-WEIRD countries are also presented at region-focused conferences (e.g., AfriCHI), which are not included in our dataset.

**Exclusion of papers that analyzed online public data.** We focused on the UPS papers in which the authors recruited participants for user studies, and we did not focus on the UPS papers in which the authors analyzed online public data. We are concerned that such UPS papers are also skewed towards Western societies, i.e., researchers investigated design and policies implemented on Western online services and online content posted by Western users.

**Limitation of WEIRD framework.** Most indicators of the WEIRD framework assume representative population demographics in each country. However, in general, individuals within the same country are diverse. For example, even if the participants are from poor countries, they may be personally wealthy. Moreover, online methods can easily recruit people with Internet access and some familiarity with information technology, as mentioned in Section 5.4. In addition, low-income people in Western countries remain valuable for the UPS community. However, we were unable to quantify the papers on such people because few papers reported their participants’ income levels.

**Other indicators of the diversity dimensions.** The five indicators of WEIRD are just a subset of the diversity dimensions that are considered in human factor research [44]. UPS researchers should consider various kinds of diversities beyond WEIRD. For example, Hofstede’s cultural dimensions framework includes promising indicators. We additionally analyzed our dataset in terms of that framework (please see Appendix B). Future research is needed to comprehensively capture the diversities that influence UPS research.

### 6 Conclusion

The goal of this study was to understand the geographic diversity of recruited participants in usable privacy and security (UPS) and the characteristics of the methodologies and research topics. Throughout our comprehensive literature review of 715 UPS papers, we unveiled that UPS papers are highly skewed towards Western participant samples (78.89%). Unfortunately, this skew is higher than that in human-computer interaction (HCI; 73.13%). Moreover, the percentage of non-Western participant samples in UPS papers between 2017–2021 decreased (25.00% to 20.77%, 0.83x). This implies that more significant efforts should be made in UPS to address this geographic diversity issue. We provided the recommendations for making UPS research less WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic): facilitating replications, addressing geographic and linguistic issues of study and recruiting methods, and setting future research topics. We hope that our findings and recommendations encourage the growing UPS community to further diversify and become more inclusive.

---

[9] Indicators of E and I use both national averages and individual figures.
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Appendix

A Coding of Participants’ Countries

Figure 3 presents a flowchart for identifying the participants’ countries. The participant sample in each user study was divided into “Identified,” “Inferred,” or “Not identified.”

B Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions

We performed the additional analysis using Hofstede’s cultural dimensions framework [45, 49]. This framework is used for understanding cultural differences and consists of six cultural dimensions, as shown in Table 13. Although the framework cannot explain all cultural differences, we believe that these dimensions are relevant to UPS research. For example, countries with higher power distance exhibited significantly higher levels of government involvement in regulating information privacy [23, 64]. As for information disclosure on social media, Trepte et al. [89] focused on the conflicting findings of the prior studies: (1) people from individualistic cultures are more likely to avoid privacy risks, and (2) people from collectivist cultures are more likely to avoid them. Their result supported the latter findings. As for phishing, Butavicius et al. demonstrated that users from individualistic cultures were significantly less likely to be susceptible to phishing emails [18].

We collected six dimension scores per country [49] and calculated the correlations between countries’ $\psi$$_{samples}$ and each indicator of a cultural dimension. We found that $\psi$$_{samples}$ has a negative correlation ($r = -.44, p < .001$) with power distance and a positive correlation ($r = .43, p < .001$) with individualism. That is, most participant samples in UPS papers come from individualistic cultures that have equal distributions of power. Considering the findings of prior studies and our analysis, we highlighted that most UPS papers may have investigated people primarily from countries whose residents are more likely to disclose their information on social media and are less likely to be phished.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>$r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power distance</td>
<td>-0.44***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualism (vs. collectivism)</td>
<td>0.43***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity (vs. femininity)</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty avoidance</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term orientation (vs. short-term)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indulgence (vs. restraint)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Flowchart to identify or infer participants’ countries.

Table 13: Correlations of $\psi_5$ with cultural dimensions.